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UPCOMING EVENT

KC Girls Tape Ball Cricket
Tournament 2018
Age Group: 14 years & above
Born in 2004 and before

October 2018

* Registration Forms available at
KC (Main) Reception

* Tournament will be subject to
sufficient entries

Respected Members,

The last two months a lot of significant events took place.

Special General Meeting was conducted for approval of spending on prior
projects, which was attended by the life and permanent members.

A musical gala, multiple sports events and Independence Day Celebrations
with a grand firework display were thoroughly enjoyed by the members.

Mazahiya Mushaira and a Mukaalma entertained the members fond of our
mother tongue.

Kids Night out event was an overwhelming success, with around 350 children
participating and enjoying the night at Karachi Club Annexe.

Many more sports and entertainment events are planned for upcoming
months.

ALHAMDULILLAH, The stay on construction of the Club Extension Project
was vacated by the honorable high court of sindh. By virtue of this
construction will resume.

On behalf of the President, Honorary Secretary and the Members of Managing
Committee, I wish you and your families “Happy Independence Day &
“Eid-ul-Azha Mubarak”

Your suggestion and support is requested for serving you in a
better way.

Publication Sub-Committee 2018

Hira Faisal Butt
Bushra Muhammed Bawany
Ruquaiya Bano Razzak

Shazia Shoaib Sattar
Akber Shakil
Salman Zakaria Maniya

Hiba Anis
Javeria Ashraf
Mohammad Arif Molvi
Farida A. Lavingia

Anoshay Jawed
Ayesha Munaf Mehenti
Mariam Godil

Abdul Ghaffar Mustafa Khalique Abdul Hafeez Memon
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committee member, Mr. Arif Molvi, a skill trainer and speaker.

Other highlights were games, movie and dinner of traditional
biryani, cold drinks and Lab-e-Shireen, which was a major hit
among all. A midnight snack of burgers, french fries,
sandwiches, brownies, cold drinks was also arranged to satisfy
the highly energetic kids of the KC, along with popcorns and
candy floss, served whole night. Breakfast was also served.

After breakfast, a Prize Distribution Ceremony was held under
the Convenor, Mr. Abdul Ghaffar. Expensive prizes were
distributed among 20 winners in different competitions.

Children thoroughly enjoyed the event with many learning
opportunities. Each child went home happily with a gift in
their hand.

It was surely a praiseworthy effort by the entire Publication
Committee under the convenership of Mr. Abdul Ghaffar and
volunteers, who stayed up the entire night and managed
around 350 children, as well as maintained the consistency
of the events to ensure fun, happiness and learning for all
participants. Last but not the least, the effort of KC
Administration & team of Karachi Club Annexe is praiseworthy
for their untiring support throughout the night.

Publication
The Kids’ Night Out 2018, by Publication Committee was an
overwhelming success, Kudos to the leadership of Abdul
Ghaffar, Convener Publication Committee and his able
committee members Ruquaiya Bano Razzak, Mariam Zavary
(Mariam Godil), Hiba Anis, Hira Faisal Butt, Shazia Shoaib Sattar,
Mustafa Khalique, Akber Shakil, Arif Molvi & Salman Zakaria.

The grand program was held on the night of 21st and 22nd
July at the lawn of Annexe KC, in which around 350 children,
aged between 8 to 15 years participated.  The enthusiasm of
the parents, who came to drop their children, was unbelievable.

The event concept was fun and learn. Interactive approach
was applied in group formation and around ten groups of
approx. 35 members each, formed and group harmony
activities were conducted. Each group came out with their
own exciting names like NA-33, Pataka, Thak Patakha Thak,
Tabdeeli, etc. Subsequently, competitive approach was
followed between groups in different activities where talent
of each group was noticeable. Tug of war, singing competition,
dance, football goal making and various other games were
competed by the groups. Quiz competition also attracted
attention. Another feature was motivational talk by our
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Managing Committee

The second Special General Meeting (SGM) of year
2018 was held on 10th August 2018 at Karachi
Club (Main) Lawn which was convened under Rule
36 to consider and approve/disapprove the
additional expenses incurred on the refurbishment
of Swimming Pool. Apart from this there was
another resolution pertaining to the additional
expense incurred in the refurbishment of the
Library, which was approved in the SGM held on
5th December 2013 and the project was
subsequently completed in the year 2015.

The President Muhammad Hanif Lakhany,
commenced the meeting with a briefing on the
Swimming Pool project wherein he informed the
General Body about the challenges his committee
had faced right from the beginning of their regime
as every honorable member being deprived of
the facility had only one question to ask. When will
the swimming pol be ready for use. Thereafter, the
forum was open for Q&A and the following

members viz. Bostan Ali Hoti, Syed Mohammad
Pervez Sadiq, Salahuddin Haider, Aminuddin
Bhaiya, Mohammad Arif Rajkotwala, A. Ghani
Usman, Nazim Ismail Khandwala, Abdul Hafeez
Memon, Sadruddin Khan, Muhammad Yousuf Peer
Muhammad, Zakaria Usman, Mohammad Siddique
Memon, Zahid Bashir, Ashfaq Yousuf Tola, Ali
Asghar Valika and Mr. Abdul Shakoor Qasim
Rabadia submitted their invaluable suggestions
and grievance pertaining to the prolonged delay
of construction and the additional expense
incurred on its completion. The General Body had
unanimously granted the approval of the
resolution.

Furthermore, the members initially expressed their
disappointment and disagreement over the
second resolution. However, after thorough
debate, discussion and due consideration the
honorable General Body granted approval for the
same. The SGM which was well attended by 333
members, was concluded with vote of thanks to
the chair. Dinner was served to the members at
conclusion of the SGM.
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Badminton

From 23rd to 27th July 2018 Badminton Committee
organized another colorful tournament “KC Juniors
Ranking Tournament 2018”.

This was the opportunity for our youngsters to
showcase their badminton talent. It was highly
successful tournament in which more than 160 entries
were received.

Prize distribution ceremony was held on 27th July
2018. Abdul Hafeez Memon, was the Chief Guest.
President, Muhammad Hanif Lakhany, Honorary
Secretary, Muhammad Yousuf Suleman, Secretary
Badminton Sub Committee, Muhammad Dawood and
other members of Badminton Sub Committee graced
the occasion by their presence.

Tushar Tushar & Ayaan
Ayaan Ali & Ibrahim

Niranjan Niranjan & Rayyan
Saif Raahim & Ibrahim

Saifullah Saifullah & Mustafa Hashmani
Niranjan Niranjan & Rayyan

Natalia Arwa & Natalia
Lamia Lamia & Ania

Musfira Musfira & Aisha
Harsha Disha & Harsha

Musfira Musfira & Aisha
Harsha Harsha & Khushi

Tennis

This year the tennis committee conducted the most

advance tennis program, TENNIS 10s, which sets strong

basics amongst young kids. Group activities together

with fitness training were conducted to help kids
involve in this sport. The Camp Director, Mr. Ali Mansoor
Zaidi foresees a strong tennis future looking at these
very talented kids. The camp was conducted under
the versatile expertise of Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Khan (Tennis
Coach).
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Farhan Wahab Lakhany along with his Kitchen committee
had organized the flavors of Street Food for all the
members of Karachi Club. The festival was held on
Sunday, 15th July 2018 at Karachi Club (Main) Lawn. All
the members were invited along with their families to

enjoy the yummylicious food in an aesthetical and
comfortable environment.

The most favorite dishes such as Chicken Chandan Kabab,
Beef Dhaga Kabab Fry, Chicken Koyla Karahi, Katakat and
Curry Cholay with Papri were served. This festival was
accentuated by Live Music which the members enjoyed.

Bridge

Bridge Committee under the convenership of

Haresh Kumar Perwani organized its monthly

bridge tournament for the bridge playing

members of Karachi on Tuesday, 10th July 2018

at Karachi Club Annexe. Chief Guest,

Muhammad Iqbal Dada along with Akber

Hayat Khan, Secretary Bridge Committee

graced the prize distribution ceremony.

Following are the result of the tournament:

Fatima Raza & Parvez Mirza - First Position

CDR. Sami & Zafar Zaki - Second Position
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KC delegation consisted of President Muhammad Hanif
Lakhany, Honorary Secretary Muhammad Yousuf Suleman
along with few senior members paid a courtesy visit to
Sindh Caretaker Chief Minister Fazal-ur-Rehman on 4th
July 2018, to congratulate him on assuming the office of
the Chief Minister. During the meeting matters related to
mutual interest came under discussion. The delegation
briefed CM about Club activities and ongoing extension
project. CM assured the delegation for his office full
cooperation on administrative issues.

Billiards & Snooker

A very well organized tournament by Asim Ghani Usman
and his team came to an end which was won by Qasim
Kamani and Nisar Bhagat, beating Baqar Kamani and Umer
Saleem by 3-2 in the best of 5 frames match. Qasim Kamani
was rewarded for Highest Break of the tournament of (+75).

This tournament was organized primarily for the players
who are in the growing phase of their games, which means
they are still in the process of upgrading their mastery in
Snooker. Every player or team gets the points as per the
standard of their respective level of game, thus by adding
or subtracting points all players come up to one level and
chances were always open for everyone to win the

tournament. That’s what makes this KC Doubles Handicap
Snooker Tournament stand apart and gets everyone
interested in supporting and cheering for their respective
teams. At the conclusion, prizes were distributed by Chief
Guest, Muhammad Iqbal Dada, Honorary Secretary,
Muhammad Yousuf Suleman, Convenor Billiards & Snooker,
Asim Ghani Usman and Managing Committee members.
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Bridge

Honorary Secretary, Muhammad Yousuf Suleman and
Bridge Secretary, Akber Hayat Khan congratulated the

winners of KC Bridge Event which was held on Thursday,

26th July 2018 at Karachi Club (Main). Winners of KC Bridge
Event were Essa & Zafar Zaki, while the Runners up were

Ashraf Kothari & Ghulam Muhammad.

(Age Group: 2001 & 2004) - Cricket

July 14, 2018, our KC Cricket Committee who has been
active in the first half of the year was again active as if they
are working on the saying “All work makes Jack a dull boy”.
This time it was early teenagers who turned the KC lawn
into the cricket field. Yet another successful event, where
more than 100 players participated. A total of 6 teams were
formed. We saw some blistering knocks from batsman with
breath taking catches and rattling of wickets by the bowlers.
Star inning of the day was played by KC Grey Captain
Saifullah who scored 99 not out.

After Round matches, the team which faced each other in

the Grand Finale was KC Grey & KC Light Blue. KC Grey set

a record total of 110 runs which was defended comfortably

with 30 runs. Man of The Match was Saifullah after scoring

30 odd runs and bagged 3 wickets to ensure his team wins

the tournament. Mr. Farhan Wahab Lakhany, Convener

Cricket along with Cricket Sub Committee members

remained at the venue throughout the tournament.

Our Chief Guest Mr. Muhammad Yousuf Suleman, Honorary

Secretary Karachi Club, gave awards to the winning & runner

up team members. All Man of the Match winners was

awarded Cricket Bats. Well Done KC Cricket Committee!!!
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Tennis

The Tennis Committee yet held another team
tournament for the year 2018 in July. Four
Teams participated namely; Team US, Team
French, Team Wimbledon and Team Australian.
Team US and Team French were the finalist
after the round robin matches. Team US
captained by Ali Mansoor Zaidi and Farhan
Altaf won the tournament by beating the team
headed by Talha Rishi and Altaf Khan. Trophies
and prize money was distributed amongst the
winners and runners-up.

Entertainment

A Musical Gala concert was arranged by the
Entertainment Committee and it's Convenor,
Irfan Ayub on Saturday, 28th July 2018.

With a pleasant and cool breeze blowing the
members thoroughly enjoyed old and new
melodies. It was a well organized event.
A variety of food items were at hand to
enhance the occasion. All in all it was a
memorable program.
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Bridge
Our Bridge Convenor Haresh Kumar Parwani and his
committee recently organized “KC Pakistan Independence
Day Bridge Tournament 2018” on 14th August at Karachi
Club (Annexe) as many as seniors members from the Bridge
society across the city participated in the event.

The winners were awarded cash prizes and trophies by
Honorary Secretary Karachi Club, Muhammad Yousuf
Suleman, Convenor Bridge, Haresh Kumar Parwani, Secretary
Bridge Akber Hayat Khan and Tournament Director Shakeel
A. Chandna.

The wining team “Kizilbashing” comprising of Sheikh Abdul
Muqeet, Muhtashim Ashai, Anwar Mumtaz Kizilbash & Anis
ur Rehman were as the runner up Team was “Shahab”
comprising of Shahab Latif Khan, Farhat Abbas, Tariq
Rasheed Khan, Syed Hussain Jaffar, Abdul Qadir Sakaria &
Javed Rehman.

Billiards & Snooker

The Sub Committee of Billiards & Snooker under the
convenership of Asim Ghani Usman organized yet another
Snooker tournament “KC Independence Day One Frame
Snooker Tournament” on 14th August 2018 at Amir Bux
Billiards Hall in which 50 players were participated.

In the final match Faizan Rasheed Suleman beat Danish
Bhiyani by 1-0 and won the tournament. Karachi Club’s
most senior staff Abdul Majeed Amir Bux, Chief Billiard

Marker was the Chief Guest along with Asim Ghani Usman,
Convenor Billiards & Snooker, Imran Meghani, Secretary
Billiards & Snooker and Senior Member, Haji Siddiq Jamal
graced the prize distribution ceremony.
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Bridge

Honorary Secretary, Muhammad Yousuf Suleman and
Bridge Secretary, Akber Hayat Khan congratulated the

winners of KC Bridge Event which was held on Thursday,

30th August 2018 at Karachi Club (Main). Winners of KC

Bridge Event were Ashraf Kothari & Ghulam Mohammad

while the Runners up were Hasan Askari & Tehsin Gheewala.

Squash
Squash Sub Committee organized its famous tournament
of the year “KC Squash Tournament” which began from
11th August 2018 and played at KC Squash Court in which
7 different categories participated.

Following are the results for each category:

Winner - Mahveer Tai Runner up - Adil Aslam

Winner - Yousuf Jehangir Runner up - Ayaz Admani

Winner - Mahveer Tai Runner up - Imran Aleem

Winner - Sager Runner up - Saifullah

Winner - Mahveer Tai Runner up - Tabish Zahid

Winner - Saifullah Runner up - Daniyal Imran

Winner - Zoya Imran Runner up - Rida Imran

Prize distribution ceremony was held on 20th August 2018.
Chief Guest Asim Ghani Usman, Member Managing
Committee along with Honorary Secretary, Muhammad
Yousuf Suleman and Members Managing Committee, Amin
Merchant & Anwar Umer Jamal and Squash Secretary,
Zohaib Nasir presented trophy to the winners and runners
up. The tournament was well organized by Squash
Committee.
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 completed
hat-trick of crowns as he won the professional
category singles title along with Doubles and Team
Event in the Azadi Cup Tenpin Bowling
Championship 2018 held at the Leisure City
Bowling Club Islamabad which took place from
10-14 August 2018.

 of Karachi Grammar School represented
Pakistan and Won BRONZE Medal in the 50th
International Chemistry Olympiad in Slovakia and
Czech Republic - 2018.

Swimming Pool

While from the inception of the year, the swimming pool
committee has endeavored to not only get the swimming
get going in the newly inaugurated pool, it has actually
taken wings by organizing various events. An intra-club
swimming competition, in line with the tradition of our
pool was held on Saturday, 11th August 2018, in which
around 136 events took place which were contend by 160
fervent participants in 9 age groups of Boys as well as Girls

categories. Cheered by equally excited spectators and
managed by ever energetic pool committee, the event
constituted a fabulous evening. While there were many
national swimmers amongst them who showed there
prowess, there were budding talents too who went on to
prove that soon they will be the power to reckon with. The
winners were awarded medals, and gift hampers. The group
champions were additionally awarded with Mementos and
cash awards too and the participants were served with
lavish snacks. The evening was graced by Mrs. Hanif Lakhany
as the Chief Guest, and the entire Karachi Club Managing
Committee braced in to support the event and be its part.
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Flags and souvenirs were distributed to the children
with face painting and jumping castle to add to the
festivity.

The President Mr. Muhammad Hanif Lakhany with his
wife and Honorary Secretary Mr. Muhammad Yousuf
Suleman cut the cake on the happy occasion.

The evening was rounded off with a massive and grand
display of fireworks which continued for several
minutes and was a star attraction.

Entertainment

Karachi Club celebrated 14th August with usual fervour
and enthusiasm with the rest of the nation.

The program started with hosting of the flag and
national anthem.

Followed by a musical program of national songs.

(Age Group 17-24 years) - Cricket

Naya Pakistan establishment did not stopped the KC
Committee in fact it boosted them and on August 4,
2018, our KC Cricket Committee created yet another
successful story. This time it was late teenagers and
the young blood who turned the KC lawn into the
cricket field, where more than 100 players participated.
A total of 6 teams were formed.

After Round matches, the teams which faced each
other in the Grand Finale was KC Grey & KC Blue. KC
Blue set a low finale total of 75 runs which KC Grey
chased in 5 overs. Our Chief Guest Mr. Irfan Moten
gave the trophy to winning and runner team along

with other Committee members. It has been noted
throughout all the tournaments that Cricket
Committee under the leadership of Mr. Farhan Wahab
Lakhany, Cricket Convenor are putting their efforts
and making every event a success story.
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Tennis

Karachi Club Tennis had it's first singles ranking
tournament for the year. The winner of open category
was Asad Ali Bhagat, with youngster Talha Rishi being
the runner up.  Farhan Altaf and Ali Mansoor Zaidi
secured the third and fourth spot for the year. In
amateur category Ayaz Moti came out champion,
whereas Yasir was declared runner up. Adeel and Uzair
Saleem made it to the 3rd and 4th Spot respectively.
On the side was veterans doubles where Team Tariq
Aziz and Ilyas Lashkarwala came out victorious. The
trophies and prize money was distributed amongst
winners and runners-up. Chief guest for the night was
Mr. Muhammad Ayub Bawany, Former President
Karachi Club accompanied by Mr. Muhammad Yousuf
Suleman, Honorary Secretary to grace the occasion.

1. Asad Ali Bhagat 1. Ayaz Moti
2. Talha Rishi 2. Yasir Noman
3. Farhan Altaf 3. Adeel Ahmed
4. Ali Mansoor Zaidi 4. Uzair Saleem

K a r a c h i  C l u b
members express
their deep grief
on the passing
away of our fellow
memb ers  a nd
colleagues.

May the departed
sou l s  re st  i n
peace. (Ameen)

Condolence

Muhammad
Yousuf Ali

Bombaywala
(P-5352)

expired on
Friday, 27th
July 2018

Shafiq-ur-
Rehman
(L-1775)
expired

on Sunday,
12th August

2018

Nisar Hussain
Virani

(L-2021)
expired on
Saturday,
28th July

2018

Imran
Sheikha
(T-9069)

expired on
Thursday, 6th
September

2018

Ilyas Shakir
Memon
(L-2345)

expired on
Friday, 7th
September

2018

 son of Amin Ali Mohammed
(L-1431) weds  daughter of (Late) Yusuf Ganny
on Thursday, 5th July 2018.

 daughter of Shahid Parekh (P-4892) weds
son of Syed Nasim Ahmed on Friday, 13th

July 2018.

 son of Khurshid Ahmed Bhoot (P-2851) weds
daughter of Rauf Lala on Friday, 27th July 2018.

 son of Asif Bandukda (P-7607) weds 
daughter of Tariq Patel on Saturday, 28th July 2018.

 son of Muhammad Iqbal Kodvavi (P-1756) weds
 daughter of Ashraf Dharki on Friday, 10th August

2018.



15.1 Wives, husbands and children of members shall be allowed the use of the club

provided however, full subscription shall have to be paid by the members

concerned irrespective of whether they are resident or non-resident members.

It is clarified that adopted and step-children of any member are not to be

regarded as members sons and daughters for the purpose of these rules. Once

a daughter gets married or a son attains the age of 24 or gets married it shall

be the responsibility of the member to inform the club and update their records.

A penalty Rs.1000/-per month from 90 days after the date of change in status

would have to be paid whenever the child is proposed for membership of the

club, if their household card has not been surrendered or the club has not been

informed of the change in their status in writing.

Karachi Club (Main) Swimming Pool
From 4:00 to 4:45 pm (Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday)

Instructor: Faiza Imran  |  Monthly Charges: Rs. 2,500/-
It’s on a first come, first served basis so hurry and block your spot !

Registration Forms available at KC (Main) Swimming Pool Reception

Muhammad Yousuf Suleman - Honorary Secretary
Muhammad Imran Razzak - Convenor Swimming Pool

Swimming Pool
Committee
Introduces

WATER AEROBICS
(For Ladies Only)

So let’s dive into some fitness and fun

WATER AEROBICS
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